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What’s the cookie  
controversy? 

Internet Cookies are small files that store information 
about your interactions while browsing the internet. 
Types of cookies include; first party-cookies that are 
responsible for providing a smooth user experience 
such as recalling login information, saving shopping cart 
items, etc. Another type is 3rd party cookies that track 
your interactions across multiple platforms and devices, 
and are primarily used for advertising. 

3rd party cookies have become contentious as some 
believe that they are invasive of users’ privacy, and are 
not in favour of users interests but disproportionately 
benefit organisations and platforms that place them. A 
primary concern is that users do not have any control 
of what websites are tracking them on and what they 
are doing with the gathered data. On the other side of 
the debate, some believe that 3rd party cookies are a 
necessary instrument for the internet to work, as they  
generate revenue for businesses. 

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) entered 
into force in 2018 as a response to privacy concerns, 
and required websites in European countries to 
inform users about their cookie policy and obtain their 
consent. There has been backlash from the industry as 
Simon Davis states that GDPR will  “destroy the entire 
industry”. Although there is a regulatory body in the 
EU, the controversy persists as some actors are not 
compliant, and cookie banners are often appropriated 
by companies to coerce users into accepting their 
policy without properly informing users about the 
consequences. The two opposing sides of the debate 
represent the controversial voices/actors that the 
following project aims to map out in detail and provide 
context for. 
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See Visualisation Protocol 

Who tracks  
you online?
Network of tracker tracker fingerprinting 
technologies found on most visited  
Danish websites 

Given the current state of the internet, web trackers have 
essentially become the new Big Brother in the online space. They 
follow your actions, they know where you go, which websites you 
surf, what clothes you buy, how much you spend on certain items, 
how you indulge yourself, where you study, what books you read 
and the list goes on. All of this wouldn’t be problematic if you 
knew exactly what data they have on you and, more importantly, 
what that data is used for.

The following visualisation shows us the aspect of the cookie 
controversy that surrounds the use of 3rd party cookies, 
specifically for advertisement. A significant majority of the links 
(edges) between the top visited websites are linked by advertising 
trackers, that strongly connect the largest Danish news/media 
outlets like Berlingske or Extra Bladet. What’s problematic with 
these is the lack of information such websites provide for users 
when they enter the site, where users surf the page unknowingy 
that their data is being seriously exploited for advertising 
purposes. Often it’s unclear to users where personalised ads 
come from, and this is a fine exemplification of that issue. 

e-Boks

Berlingske
Extra Bladet
BT
Danish media companies share

the same type of trackers.

Most of them are for advertisment 

purposes. 

 

DR

Aarhus
Universitet

Københavns 
Universitet

E-Boks and DR (which are public organisations) 

use fewer tracking technologies. DR shares one 

fingerprint technology with the rest of the 

private media companies.

KU an AU mainly use tracking 

technologies for analytics 

and essential internet functions. 

However, AU also uses fingerprint 

technology for advertisment.

Most visited websites in denmark 
and the trackers that they use 
(at least the ones found)* 

Advertisment

Essential

Analytics

Pornvertising

Others (customer interaciton, social media, 
audio video player, comments)

* The algorithm  used to find trackers has not found any in the following webistes: 

aula.dk, yahoo.com, nordnet.dk, tv2.dk, lectio.dk, twitch.tv, unilogin.dk, twitter.com, 

microsoftonline.com, sharepoint.com, youtub.com, mitid.dk, itslearning.com, facebook.com, 

office.com, roblox.com, disneyplus.com, google.com, wikipedia.org, sport.tv2.dk, 

pricerunner.dk, dmi.dk, duckduckgo.com, live.com 
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The power of GDPR on 
the cookie debate
Wikipedia edits on a timeline

The following visualisation demonstrates a comparison and relation 
between the edit history and activity of the two Wikipedia pages: General 
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and HTTP Cookie. The visualisation 
aims to answer the question of: How has the adoption of GDPR affected the 
debate around internet cookies? The main finding demonstrates GDPR’s 
role in subsiding a debate that went on consistently for around 2 decades. 

The annotations focus on the main events that significantly influenced all 
actors involved in the controversy and consequently shaped the debate 
around cookies. The map accentuates the correlation between the two 
critical actors of GDPR and cookies, and points out when they entered the 
debate and how much attention they received over the development *of 
the controversy.   

The map and its subsequent analysis highlights the power of the GDPR 
regulation as an influential actor within the controversy, and demonstrates 
the difference it made prior an post its implementation. The edit history 
shows consistent activity of the HTTP Cookie page up until the years of 
the implementation of the GDPR, after which the debate appears to have 
subsided. One can observe similar changes on the GDPR page, which is  
the main event that could potentially be further researched for more 
detailed explanations. 

Infancy of the technology}
Privacy activist D. Brandt 
exposed CIA/NSA scandal 
of cookie policy violation 
which drew significant 
attention and sparked 
the debate

Shifting dialogue before GDPR 

GDPR entered 
into force in the EU} Debate settled after 

GDPR implementation 

GDPR was legally enforced for 
all EU organisations in 2018

GDPR page first created in 2013,
 before officially adopted in 2016

Cookie debate appears to 
be settled after GDPR 
implementation 

See Visualisation Protocol 
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Not everyone  
loves cookies
Network of Youtube comments on 
top 5 most visited videos on  
‘internet cookies’ — part 1

The conversation about cookies on Youtube is quite entangled, 
and different topics overlap. However, we see different opinions 
represented in the network surrounding cookies; Some users find 
cookies and cookie law puzzling and annoying. Others consider 
that the system around cookies helps content creators and 
businesses make revenue.

One issue seems to be prevalent across the conversation; The 
resistance of users to cookie technology. We suspect that part of 
the controversy underpinning this visualisation is the proliferating 
nature of cookies that users perceive as intrusive and, more 
importantly, ridding them from the option of opting in or out of the 
tracking mechanisms. Youtube appears to be a platform where 
people ask or suggest different ways to fight back against this 
technology.
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google ad
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Privacy Badger
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google search
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not track
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news sites
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content in exchange

time you visitpop ups

popular browsers

use the site

Harsh Parekh

t work

use uBlock Origin

browser extension

legitimate interest

next time

advertisement cookie

business model

reader mode

more ads

many websites

hardened Firefox

screen reader

consent forms

cookies on sites

i dont

ad websites

cookies or JavaScript

targeted ads

many times

banner ads

web developer

right after Tom

websites use

web server

essential cookies

other day

t mind

many ads

cookies aren

necessary cookies

other things

social media

corporate machine

track users

Privacy Badger extension

Facebook Container

business practices

store cookies

video ads

other hand

use uBlock

last time

billions of dollars

vast majority

consent popups

comment section
show ads

use tor

ads and trackers

Brave Browser

human knowledge

many othersdata collection

EU visitors

not access

source code

t view

GDPR compliance

browsing historyEU citizen

ads for things

access the site

mentioned Google

business owner

site owners

show the popup

long time

end user

major advertising companies

website and i

block advertisements

year old

Plus blocks

personal information

Cookie AutoDelete

same sites

YouTube video

use Chrome

much money

user experience

re right

client side

need cookies

dark webcosts money

animated ads

unskippable ads

blocks YouTube ads

arms race

browser settings

major browsers

modern web
track people

bad idea

same way

ad views

lot of people

clear cookies
different reasons

Google Pixel

current web

same time

other side

good work

Google store

Chromebook ad right

different place

Google logos

intrusive ad

privacy settings

ads pop

single time

original vision

conflict of interest

use VPN

free software

i dont care

cookie pop

YouTube channel

not notice

few months

Great explanation

Civil War

little bit

Block third party

functional cookies

brand name

page view

Fun fact

Google and Chrome logos

i dont use

midroll ad

profit motive
Thanks Tom

t use adblockers
good job

Google Chromebook Ad

consent boxes

Amazing video

operating system

Google chrome ad
Sorry Tom

called cookies

lot of things

lot of the time

popup blocker

human rights

good idea

Parekh i

absolute truth

reload the page

chrome and firefox

chrome extension

user data

3rd party cookies

world wide web

Google Pixel 4a

companies like Facebook

bad cookies

decline cookies

bit more

Liron Segev

Tahu Nuva

i cant

free access

Opera Browser

Kurt Frederiksen

free content

personalised ads

new way

largest advertisers

useful information

accept button

lot more

web advertisement

idea about advertisers

Bill Hicks

google nest

Internet access

Las Vegas

Bad Enough Dude

GDPR no consent

majority of advertisers

cookies work

original idea

incognito mode

care about cookies

Timothy McLean

Google product

United States

browser window

firefox browser

exact moment

Pixel phone

advertisers and browsers

Chrome browser

implied advertisers

block cross-site cookies

use ad block

personal data

login page

average user

European Union

advertisers target

O K

more ways

GDPR doesn

God i

need regulators

interesting video

creative freedom

rabbit hole

EU law

Shaun Cheah

youtube without an adblocker

much data

cookie mess

love the way

Generic User

Google Pixel advert

different cookies

t figure

mess because people

good video

real download button

few weeks

access a website

Google AdSense

main content

freedom of design

way i

reason the web

Dark Side

mid-roll ad

Random ads

web mess

ads load

more info

Pi hole

many cookies

shopping mall

certain sites

web designers

3rd party

Dalton H

Mozilla Firefox

i press

IP address

Google ad right

script blockers

BLOCK the site

second ads

few times

few people

Allen Queen

Quartark Quinfarth

many things

amount of ad

cookies in order

advert for Google

simple answer

EU regulation

normal people

cookies window

BIG DATA

adblock extensionsA browsing experience with 
no distractions
While browsing the internet, Youtube users often 
perceive ads as noise in their experience. To 
overcome this irritation, reader mode provides 
a distraction free browser session.

Tom Scott - 
a strong voice in 
the crowd
Tom Scott is an English 
content creator with 4.59 
million subscribers. He is 
best known for offering 
educational content.

His video Why The Web Is Such 
A Mess seems to be the one 
that got a great deal of users 
engaged in the conversation 
about cookies. 

Google is 
everywhere 
Users seem to be pointing at the 
conflict of interest between the 
Chrome browser and Google Ads.

Others commented on the irony of 
seeing Google ads while watching a 
video about Google itself.

That’s how 
businesses 
make money
Some Youtube users seem to be in 
favour of the way the system 
works as they believe it's neces-
sary for businesses to make 
money. They don’t see how the 
system could work otherwise.

Blocking 
annoying ads
Advertisment cookies are placed in 
your browser and used to show you 
targeted ads. Some Youtube users 
seem to find them annoying and 
discovered ways to block the ads.

See Visualisation Protocol 
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The fight  
against cookies
Network of Youtube comments on 
top 5 most visited videos on  
‘internet cookies’ — part 2

Customising
browser privacy
Brave browser
Opera browser 
Hardened firefox

Blocking ads
Privacy badger
Adblock

Anonimised
browsing
Incognito mode

Reader View

Blocking cookies
Brave browser
Privacy badger
Ublock

See Visualisation Protocol 
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Are cookies part of the 
GDPR conversation?
Network of co-occuring noun phrases from 
Youtube comments on top 5 most relevant 
videos on ‘GDPR’ — part 1

Users engaged in the GDPR conversation 
express their feelings about cookies 
too. Their understanding of privacy 
policy and cookies appear together. 

Ongoing discussion on various user 
strategies to block cookies by ad 
blockers, browser extensions or 
rejecting cookie pop-ups. 

Blocking trackers, 
ads, cookies 

Annoying cookies

Deleting cookies

User strategies

Mixing GDPR with 
cookies and with privacy 

The main conversations about GDPR on Youtube appears to 
surround questions and facts about privacy policy. What is 
interesting is that the discussions around GDPR also include the 
topic of cookies.

Does it mean that GDPR is largely synonymous to cookies?
When we compare what the GDPR addresses in its formal
documentation, cookies are only merely mentioned once. We
suspect that privacy concerns are understood by users as issues
around cookie technology.

See Visualisation Protocol 
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The effects 
of GDPR  
on businesses
Network of co-occuring noun phrases from 
Youtube comments on top 5 most relevant 
videos on ‘GDPR’ — part 2
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Child porn

forces websites
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other things
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information about cookies

flow of visitors

more work
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EU user

cookie annoyanceblock trackers

day of this law

block Javascript
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web site
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cookie consent form
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Conversations also occured around the burden that GDPR 
poses on small business as well as compliance costs. 
However, some small business owners have positive 
associations with GDPR stating that it forced them to 
review what they were doing and made them document where 
they stored customer data.

How about 
small business?

Users are aware of the ramifications of GDPR 
and have concerns about the ‘violations to 
GDPR’, the ‘cost of potential lawsuits’, GDPR 
being ‘more damage than good’ and target 
companies’. By exploring this topic further, we 
can see that large companies are facing massive 
fines, in total exceeding 4% of annual global 
revenue. These hefty fines are primarily 
targeted at dominant companies such as; Amazon, 
Google, H&M, ect. From the comments it appears 
that users speculate that lawyers are the ones 
making a ‘new fortune’. 

Big players 

See Visualisation Protocol 
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See Visualisation 

Who tracks you online?
PROTOCOL 1

Get URLs of 50 the most 
visited danish websites 
from a database

Paste list of separate URLs 

TrackerTracker 

HARVEST 

List of trackers 
found in the 
websites  

GEFX, CSV 

Visualize 
network of 
websites with 
their trackers

Gephi  

Trackers of 50 the most 
visited danish websites

Network 
ViZ

VISUALIZE

ANNOTATE

Clusters from force layout
Identify subtopics 

Patterns in term occurrence 
Identify subtopics 
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The power of GDPR on  
the cookie debate

PROTOCOL 2

Wikipedia's edits on HTTP 
Cookies & GDPR Page 

Get Wikipedia page on 
HTTP Cookies 

Get list of edits from 
Wikipedia API  

Python 

HARVEST 

6257 Edits
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over Month 

Tableau  
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Identify meaning 
 

Spikes and valleys between 
graphs  
Identify co-occurring 
meanings 
 

Get Wikipedia page on 
GDPR

See Visualisation 
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PROTOCOL 3

The Conversations around 
Cookies from Voice of Users 
through Youtube Comments 
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See Visualisation 
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PROTOCOL 4
Are cookies part of the 
GDPR conversation?

The effects of GDPR  
on businesses

The Conversations around 
GDPR from Voice of Users on 
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See Visualisation 


